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TODAY’S AGENDA
Q&A (anytime!)
Live Demos
Seminar Topics
History & Background
History & Background
WHO CREATED REDCAP & WHO USES IT?
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2004: Developed at Vanderbilt Univ.
2006: Global consortium started
200?: (YOUR INSTITUTION) joined
200?: (YOUR GROUP) created
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Worldwide:
+2400 institutions /115 countries
+430,000 projects
+559,000 users
WHAT IS REDCAP?
Web-based 
software  used 
to create and 
manage research 
databases and 
participant 
surveys.
Developed as 
a tool  to help 
researchers 
collect and 
manage data 
effectively and 
responsibly.
WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES?
Accessible
• web-based access 
• access for multi-site collaborations
Customizable
• fast and flexible to design
• modifications at anytime
Accurate
• ensures consistent and accurate data entry
• data quality checks to look for errors
Secure
• user authentication
• nightly backups, weekly vulnerability scans
Free
• includes training, design guidance, troubleshooting
SEMINARS TOPICS
Project Setup
• Creating a project
• Adding and editing fields
• Optional modules and customizations
• Testing your project
• Moving to production
Using Surveys
• Enabling surveys
• Settings & customizations
• Public link vs private links
Applications & Tools
• Record status dashboard
• Project change log
• Exports and reports
• Data dictionary
• File repository
Project Setup
REDCAP ACCESS
HOME PAGE TABS
CREATE A PROJECT
PROJECT SETUP STEPS
STEP 1: PROJECT SETUP
STEP 2: DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS
ONLINE DESIGNER
RECORD IDENTIFIER
FIELD TYPES
FIELD DESIGN
MATRIX OF FIELDS
MATRIX OF FIELDS
EDIT/COPY/MOVE/DELETE FIELDS
BRANCHING LOGIC
BRANCHING LOGIC
PIPING LOGIC
Without Piping:
With Piping:
PIPING LOGIC
STEP 3: OPTIONAL MODULES & CUSTOMIZATIONS
STEP 4: PROJECT BOOKMARKS
STEP 5: USER RIGHTS
STEP 5: USER RIGHTS
STEP 6: TEST YOUR PROJECT
STEP 7: MOVE TO PRODUCTION
Live Demo
Using Surveys
ENABLING SURVEYS
Step 1:
Step 2:
SURVEY SETTINGS
SURVEY DESIGN OPTIONS
SURVEY CUSTOMIZATIONS
SURVEY ACCESS
SURVEY TERMINATION OPTIONS
PUBLIC SURVEY LINK
PRIVATE SURVEY LINKS
Live Demo
Applications & Tools
RECORD STATUS DASHBOARD
PROJECT CHANGE LOG
FIELD DATA HISTORY
DATA EXPORTS, REPORTS, AND STATS
DATA EXPORTS, REPORTS, AND STATS
DATA EXPORTS, REPORTS, AND STATS
STATS AND CHARTS
DATA DICTIONARY CODEBOOK
FILE REPOSITORY
Live Demo
Questions
HELP RESOURCES
Blue Button
Help Tab
Email
Website
Thank you!
